IDENTITY ASSURANCE

Balancing security and cost
In partnership with
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With cybercrime in Australia now costing more than $1billion per year,

organisations including Government are facing increasing challenges to meet

compliance requirements, continually improve security and prevent unauthorised
access to high risk or sensitive information and services.

According to the National Plan to Combat Cybercrime ‘a range of government
agencies are involved in responding to different aspects of cybercrime in

Australia. Under current arrangements, State and Territory agencies have primary
responsibility for cybercrime that targets individuals, businesses and government

systems in their jurisdictions. Commonwealth agencies have primary responsibility
AT-A-GLANCE
Select Sourcing enables organisations

including Government to provide a higher
level of security and meet compliance
requirements with TokenOne’s strong
two-factor authentication. TokenOne
Authenticationreplaces multiple
passwords and other security

for cybercrime directed at critical infrastructure, systems of national interest and
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Commonwealth Government systems’.

Internal users and citizens are demanding security of their identity and

information but expect a convenient, secure and easy-to-use service. Where
two-factor authentication is provided it is often cumbersome, expensive to

manage and does not scale to public deployments. As a result, Government has to
balance citizen’s demands while meeting their security and compliance
requirements.

technologies with something more secure
and more convenient for both the

organisation (including Government) and
user.

TokenOne assists government agencies
to meet one of the Australian Signals

Directorate Top 4 Mitigation strategies
listed in the ‘Strategies to Mitigate
Targeted Cyber Intrusions’.

Select Sourcing using TokenOne’s
patented next-generation Identity

Assurance Platform provides a low cost,
easy to deploy, mass-scale solution for:
•

Password Replacement

•

Soft Token Replacement

•

Hard Token Replacement

•

SMS Replacement

Select Sourcing partners with TokenOne, an Identity Assurance Platform provider,
to strengthen authentication by replacing passwords and other security

technologies with a single, simple solution which links to risk and identity

management systems to provide complete control and non-repudiated secure
access.

TokenOne enables Government to exceed internal and external expectations with
a secure, convenient and cost-effective solution that enables customers to self

manage their identity and account. TokenOne further enables Government to not
only ‘know your customer’ but to prove ‘it was your customer’ after each

interaction. This is achieved with TokenOne’s patented technology delivering

genuinely strong two-factor authentication that ensures the user’s secret PIN is
never entered, transmitted or stored and so is a genuinely kept secret.

TokenOne Authentication can assist organisations to address both security and

compliance through it’s low cost, simple to deploy, mass-scale solution that rapidly
integrates with existing systems. The TokenOne Identity Assurance Platform does

Discover how Select Sourcing and
TokenOne enables oraganisations
including Government to reduce costs,
enable compliance and redefine your
Identity Assurance expectations by
contacting
christian.fletcher@selectsourcing.com.au.

not rely on passwords, eliminating the risks caused by passwords and the high
costs of password management. Users only need their mobile device and one

solution, not dozens of passwords or other security solutions for multiple accounts
and services.

1. Norton Report, 2013.
2. National Plan to Combat Cybercrime, Australian Government, Attorney General’s Department, 2013.

PHYSICAL OR HARD TOKEN REPLACEMENT
Many government agencies have in the past been required to use physical or hard tokens to access

sensitive information. Physical or hard tokens are expensive, inconvenient to carry, complex to manage and
do not prove ‘user presence’. TokenOne enables physical or hard token replacement with a simple to

deploy mass scale solution that is interoperable and will integrate with existing systems rapidly and cost.
PASSWORD REPLACEMENT
According to the Australian Signals Directorate “at least 85% of the targeted cyber intrusions that the

Australian Signals Directorate (ASD) responds to could be prevented by following the Top 4 mitigation
strategies listed in our Strategies to Mitigate Targeted Cyber Intrusions”. One of the Top 4 mitigation

strategies is to “restrict administrative privileges to operating systems and applications based on user
duties.”

TokenOne Password Replacement enables administrative privileges to be restricted by delivering a strong
two-factor authentication solution at a lower cost, while also improving security and enabling service

escalation. TokenOne enables agencies to ‘prove user’ presence and allow for compliance requirements to
be met - even with mass deployment.
SOFT TOKEN REPLACEMENT
Soft tokens require yet more passwords and do not prove ‘user presence’ – only that someone accessed
the user’s mobile device. TokenOne provides secure, strong two-factor authentication and crucially, the
user’s PIN is never entered, never transmitted and never stored.
SMS REPLACEMENT
The inherent insecurity and high cost of SMS authentication is driving many to consider alternatives.

TokenOne Authentication removes the need for SMS authorisations and enables organisations to prove
‘user presence’. Internal users and citizens are self-supporting during set-up and low administration
requirements ensure reduced IT costs.

FOR GOVERNMENT AGENCIES
•

Assist with meeting one of the ASD’s Top 4 Strategies to Mitigate Targeted Cyber Intrusions

•

Low cost to deploy and manage – rapid Return on Investment and low Total Cost of Ownership

•
•
•
•

Meets compliance and governance requirements

Highly scalable, including when users are distributed
Rapid Identity Management (IDM) integration

Users self-manage their PIN that can also enable federated access across multiple agencies

FOR USERS AND CITIZENS
•

Highly secure, simple and convenient - one phone, one solution, multiple services

•

Users securely self-manage and self-replace their PIN, even if forgotten

•
•

In partnership with

Self-registration and management with no additional hardware

Increased user confidence as their identity is being protected - their PIN is never entered,
transmitted or stored
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